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[This analysis was written for the Unz Review]

Sure looks like Biden will take over the White House in one way or another, and while

Trump and his supporters might still try a few things, the political correlation of forces

inside the US ruling classes is clearly against Trump. As for the “deplorables” – they have

been neutralized by stealing the election. Which means that Russia will soon face the most

rabidly russophobic gang of messianic Neocons in history. So what can the world expect

next?

The Dems are not meaningfully different from the Republicans. True, the Dems blame

Russia for everything, while the Republicans blame China. Not much of a difference here:

it is all about hate and scapegoating. And both of these factions of the oligarchic Uniparty

like to blame Iran for, well, being located in the “wrong” part of the world, the Middle-East,

which all US politicians (and not to mention their Israelis masters) want to control. As for

the Israel Lobby, it has been trying to trigger a US attack on Iran for many decades. Recent

US moves of key personnel and bombers might indicate that discussions of an attack on

Iran are still very much taking place.

I don’t believe that these fundamental directions in US foreign policy will change much.

Why?

Primarily because the AngloZionist Empire and even the USA as we knew them are

basically dead, which means that irrespective of who is in control of the USA, the

objective means/capabilities of the Empire and the USA will remain the same.

In other words, when Biden promises to show Russia how tough and mighty he will be, he

will not have any more capabilities to threaten Russia with than Trump had.

So the first thing we can expect is simply “more of the same”.

Now, in the Empire of Illusions which the United States has become, appearances
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matter much more than facts. US politicians have two quasi-reflexive reactions to any

problem: use violence or throw money at it. Of course, using violence against Russia (or

China and Iran) would be extremely dangerous. So throwing money at a problem is the way

chosen by the US political elites (see here for the, rather boring, details).

[Sidebar; A lot of that money will also be spent on ideological nonsense like supporting

trans-gender rights in Africa, woke-awareness in the Baltic, “critical race theory” in Japan

(good luck with that!), “Holocaust studies” in Poland and the like.]

What will happen next is that this money will be spread amongst a pretty large US and EU

bureaucracy (and its subcontractors) to all sorts of political PR actions aimed at presenting

modern Russia as “Putin’s Mordor” whose “Nazguls” (scary GRU and/or SVR and/or FSB

agents) run around the planet looking for more targets to infect with the totally ineffective,

but still scary, “Novichok”. In the past, much of that money was spent inside Russia by all

sorts of CIA-run NGOs and much of it was also spent on various propaganda efforts outside

Russia. Again, this will not change, if anything, expect even more money poured into what

are in reality strategic PSYOP operations.

The sad truth is that US politicians know very little about Russia, a country which they hate

and fear, but not a country they even begin to understand. In this case, what US politicians

will not realize is that Russia herself has changed a great deal in the past years: many new

laws and regulation (see machine translated example here) were adopted which, in

essence, “plugged” many political “holes” in the Russian legislation which allowed

AngloZionist organizations to have a great deal of influence in Russia. As a result of these

reforms, it has become far more difficult for western run NGOs to influence the Russian

political scene.

As a direct result of these new rules, I expect that a higher ratio of money will stay allocated

to activities situated in the West and less for Russian-based activities. In plain English, this

means that more US printed money will be spent on completely useless activities. The only

people benefiting from this will be the entire class of pseudo “Russia experts” whose only

true expertise is on how to secure grant money. They will produce even more conferences

and papers which nobody will care about, but which will allow the US Neocons and their

deep state to show how “Biden is firm with Russia”. The typical US cocktail of waste,

mismanagement and fraud (and let’s not forget good old corruption!).

Russia’s response to that will also be “more of the same”: Russian politicians will continue

to express their disgust with their western “partners” (FYI – when Russians speak of

“partners” it is understood by all that they mean this only sarcastically). Foreign Minister
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Lavrov and one of his deputies have recently made statements basically indicating that

Russia will not seek any (!) form of dialog with the West, because, frankly, it is pretty clear

to them that this is a total waste of time: Russia has nobody in the West to speak to: the

only country with real agency (albeit severely limited by its subordination to Israel) would

be the USA, all the other countries of the West are really colonies and/or protectorates with

no sovereignty at all.

What about all the many military provocations the Empire is organizing all around Russia?

Do they concern Russia leaders or not?

Well, no and yes.

In purely military terms, US/NATO military capabilities are no real threat to Russia whose

military is much smaller, but also much more capable than the western ones. Why? Simply

because building a truly powerful military has been a core strategic priority for the Kremlin

who needed a military actually capable of a) deterring the West from attacking Russia and

b) defeating the West should deterrence fail. In sharp contrast, western militaries have not

been training for real wars for decades already: most of what the US/NATO do is using

western militaries for all sorts of propaganda purposes (like “sending messages” or

“showing determination” etc.) and for counter-insurgency operations, not for fighting a

real, major, wars.

Right now the Russian military is much more modern (about 80% of new gear on average

across all military branches and services!) and much better trained for real combat

operations. In sharp contrast, the US MIC is heavy on hot air (Space Force! Hypersonic

missiles! Artificial Intelligence!) and short on any actually deployed and engageable

weapon systems. Away from the propaganda machine (aka “corporate legacy ziomedia”),

the reality is that the West is about 1,5-2 decades behind Russia in most critical military

technologies.

Last, but not least, wars are not won by machines, computers or fancy engineering: they

are won by soldiers, real men, who know what they are defending and why. The contrast

between the typical Russian soldier (in any service or branch of the military) and his

western counterpart could not be greater than it is today. Simply put: no western country

can boast that it has soldiers like Russia has and, again, I don’t mean the “super dooper”

elite Spetsnaz operators, I am talking about your very average, garden variety, infantry

soldier, like the ones who saved Russia in the Chechen conflict in spite of operating in truly

horrible and totally chaotic circumstances. These guys might not look like much, but as

soldiers they are the kind every commander dreams about.
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All this is to say that Russians have nothing to fear from all the western sabre-rattling,

except maybe one thing: the rogue officer, on either side, who would suddenly decide to

open fire (for whatever reason) thereby creating a situation which could escalate into a

full-scale war very rapidly.

The other thing which is objectively bad for Russia is the number of key treaties the USA

has now withdrawn from: these treaties are most needed, especially as confidence building

measures. Right now there are very few treaties left and that means that the US is

desperate to try to suck Russia into an arms race.

This won’t work.

Why?

Putin himself explained it very well when he recently said that while the West throws huge

sums of money at any problem, Russia allocates brains, not money. According to Putin, it

is the use of brains, rather than wasting money, which allowed Russia to develop all the

weapon systems mentioned by Putin for the first time in 2018. This made it possible for

Russia to get ahead by a decade or more, while using only a small fraction of the kind of

money the US, and other western countries, are allocating on “defense” (while not being

threatened by anybody!). In the competition between the US money printing press and the

Russian brains, you can be sure that the latter one will always prevail.

The bottom line is this: the US can spend many hundred billion dollars on “countering

Russian (or Chinese) influence”, but this will do absolutely nothing to help the objective

circumstances and capabilities of the Empire or the USA.

So the real question is what will change on the level below direct military confrontation.

In a recent press conference, Putin mentioned something very interesting about the

outgoing Trump administration. He said:

“The current administration introduced new sanctions against Russia 46 times – against

our legal entities and economic operators. Forty-six times – this has never ever happened

before. But at the same time, bilateral trade grew by 30 percent over the previous year,

oddly enough, even despite those restrictions.”

So if the putatively pro-Russian Trump Administration sanctioned Russia 46 times, it is
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normal for the Russians to look at Biden with equanimity or even a resigned fatalism: “the

West has always hated us, the West still hates us and the West will always hate us” – this

truism is all but unanimously accepted amongst Russian politicians.

Still, we can count on Biden and Harris to try to show how “tough” they are on Russia and

Putin: they will show their prowess mostly by demanding that their NATO/EU colonies and

protectorates continue “send messages” to Russia and show their “unity” and “solidarity”

with each other, mostly by parroting self-evidently nonsensical Anglo and German

propaganda. Will the bilateral trade between Russia and the USA continue to grow?

Probably not as the list of corporations and agencies the USA declares to be under

sanctions will only grow further. But never say never, especially with the comprehensively

hypocritical Dems…

How about the kind of self-evidently ridiculous stories about Russians using (a clearly

ineffective) combat biological agent like the so-called “Novichok”, trying to kill irrelevant

bloggers and failing to do so, or some variation on “animal Assad” “poisoning his own

people”? Will that nonsense also continue? Probably, mainly simply because this is

something which the Empire has demonstratively proved that it has the ability to do. So

why not continue, especially with a press corps willing to parrot even the most ridiculous

nonsense.

The bottom line is this: to get a sense of what any actor could do next, one always has to

multiply intentions by capabilities. If there is one thing which the outgoing Maga

Administration has shown, is that its declared intentions and actual capabilities are not at

all commensurate: hence the long list of countries Trump threatened, but never

meaningfully attacked. “Biden” (and I use this term very loosely, meaning “Biden and his

real handlers”) will inherit the very same geostrategic toolkit Trump had at his disposal for

four years and which did not make it possible for him to effectively flex muscles, not even

against weak and nearby Venezuela! We can be pretty sure that the rhetoric about Russia

will get even more hate-filled and paranoid. Petty harassment (such as arrest of nationals,

closures of offices, expulsion from various international events, etc.) will also continue, not

so much because they work, but because a lot of people depend on these for their salary.

How likely is a shooting war? In my personal opinion, not very likely at all. I think that the

folks at the Pentagon are mostly aware of the real world out there, and they probably

recognize that the US armed forces are in no condition to fight any halfway capable

opponent.

How likely is it that the US will use a protectorate like the Ukraine or Georgia to reignite
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another local war? It is not impossible, especially since the US did support SBU infiltration

of terrorists into Russia. Keep in mind that the sole goal of such (a, frankly, suicidal) attack

would be to provoke Russia into a military response, not to actually achieve anything else.

The main problem here is that the regular armed forces of the Ukraine and Georgia are in

no condition to fight, and that the (US letter soup controlled) Ukrainian and Georgian

special services have already tried this many times, and so far without success, mainly

because, unlike all the western countries, Russia has the actual means to lock her borders

when needed.

What about the reported plan to destabilize Russia by creating conflicts all along her

periphery?

It would take way too long for me here to describe what is taking place in each of these

countries right now, but I will offer just the following bullet points:

Russia has officially declared that she will never allow Belarus to be conquered by the

West (irrespective of the means used). That ship has sailed.

Russia is slowly, but surely and very successfully “choking” the economies of the three

Baltic statelets, mostly by denying them transit of Russian cargo and by letting them

cut themselves off (yes, they did that to themselves!) from the Russian-Belarusian

energy network.

Poland is, as always, very loud, and, also as always, highly irrelevant. Poles are only

potentially dangerous to a very weak, divided country, or when backed by powerful

patrons. Neither is true nowadays.

The Ukraine poses no threat to Russia, it is way too weak, too corrupt, too

mismanaged and too poor to represent a threat to Russia. The Minsk Agreements have

been de-facto rejected by the entire Ukronazi political class and the Donbass is now

gone forever.

The Caucasus is now firmly in Russian hands (there is no force capable of challenging

the Southern Military District or the 58th Combined Arms Army in the region). Those

who believe that Turkey strengthened its position in the region simply do not

understand the outcome of the recent war (especially the very interesting drone war

which showed that while Armenia could not deal with them, Russian EW literally

destroyed Turkish drones in mid-air (this also happened in Syria, by the way).
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Central Asia is an inherently unstable region, mainly because these countries never

succeeded in effectively transitioning from the Soviet period to full independence. And

yes, the US has a great deal of influence in this region. But only Russia can provide

effective security guarantees to the leaders of Central Asia, they all know that. Finally,

Kazakhstan plays an important “buffer” role for Russia, putting distance between her

and her chronically unstable southern neighbors.

In the Far East, Russia and China are enjoying a long honeymoon in which their

already very deep relationship only gets deeper and their collaboration stronger (in

spite of western PSYOPs trying to scare Russians about how China wants to take

Siberia, and other silly fairy tales). Russia is now even supplying key strategic defense

technologies to China.

Last, but most certainly not least, Russia has total superiority in the Arctic, where the

West is many decades behind Russia. In fact, Russia is massively expanding her

capabilities (civilian and military) in the Russian north, which will give her even more

weight on our planet’s very rich north.

Now ask yourself: do you see any of that changing in the next 4 years, even assuming a

rabidly hostile Biden Administration? I sure don’t.

Conclusion:

Yes, the political atmosphere between Russia and the Empire will get worse. Most of the

“action” will take place in the public media space. The quasi simultaneous collapse of the

Anglo-Zionist Empire and the United States (at least as we knew them before the election

steal) will not give much time or energy to western leaders to pursue policies which have

already failed in the past and for which they simply do not have the means.

Trump or Biden was never a meaningful choice for Russia (only the Russian court jester

Zhirinovskii thought otherwise). It’s not much of a choice today either. The most likely

consequence of these collapses will be that the world will split in roughly two sections:

“Section A” which will include all the countries of the “collective West” and which will be

busy trying to survive a crisis which has only begun and “Section B”: the rest of the world,

which will try hard to decouple itself from the sinking West and try to develop itself in this

rather unstable environment.

Also, many Russians remember the gerontocracy which ruled in the last years of the USSR
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and they know how such gerontocracies act (make no difference if the country is ruled by a

Chernenko or a Biden – such rulers are always weak and clueless).

Biden or Trump – no real difference for Russia.

This is why most Russians don’t care either way.
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